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Extracorporeal shock wave treatment of capsular fibrosis after mammary augmentation – Preliminary results
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Abstract
Extracorporeal shock wave therapy has undergone continuous development and has become a well-established therapy option both in urology and in orthopaedics/trauma surgery. Experimental and clinical studies have proved the effectiveness of extracorporeal shock wave therapy in the treatment of connective tissue diseases such as fibromatosis.

The pathomechanism of capsular fibrosis after augmentation of the female breast with silicone implants presents a series of analogies with mechanisms that are generally recognised to be associated with fibroproliferative diseases. The starting point of the disease is the inflammatory reaction caused by the silicone and/or by the sub-clinical bacterial contamination of the implant surface and can create an inflammatory reaction and fibrosis.

A total of 19 cases of capsular fibrosis in 12 patients following insertion of mammary implants were treated with extracorporeal shock wave therapy. The therapy was performed with the Duolith SD1 system manufactured by Storz Medical. Shock waves were applied with the C-Actor handpiece designed for planar shock waves.

Extracorporeal shock wave therapy appears to be a non-invasive, well-tolerated and easy-to-use procedure for pain reduction and fibrotic tissue softening, especially after aesthetic breast implant augmentation.
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Introduction
Since its introduction in 1980, extracorporeal shock wave therapy has undergone continuous development and has become a well-established therapy option both in urology and in orthopaedics/trauma surgery. In addition to its effectiveness in urolithotripsy applications (ESWL), ESWT has shown to provide successful results in the treatment of pseudarthrosis, joint disorders, epicondylitis (1,2), connective tissue diseases such as Dupuytren’s contracture and Ledderhose’s syndrome, leg ulcer and other conditions. Experimental and clinical studies have proved the effectiveness of extracorporeal shock wave therapy in the treatment of connective tissue diseases such as fibromatosis (3). The inflammatory cytokines interleukin-I and interleukin-VI have been shown to diminish.

The pathomechanism of capsular fibrosis after augmentation of the female breast with silicone implants presents a series of analogies with mechanisms that are generally recognised to be associated with fibroproliferative diseases (4). The starting point of the disease is the inflammatory reaction caused by the silicone and/or by the sub-clinical bacterial contamination of the implant surface (5). This results in a proliferation of inflammatory cells, primarily T-lymphocytes and macrophages with increased production of profibrotic cytokines such as IL-13, TGF-β and others (6). These inflammatory cells stimulate fibroblasts which transform into myofibroblasts expressing SMA. Fibroblasts and myofibroblasts increasingly produce extracellular matrix and thus cause capsular thickening and contracture (7–9). Contrary to the clinical grading of capsular fibrosis defined by Baker (10), the histological classification of the disorder according to Wiltfangseder (11) also considers the degree of progression of the inflammatory reaction and fibrosis.
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**Materials and methods**

In the period between September 2008 and December 2009, a total of 19 cases of capsular fibrosis in 12 patients following insertion of mammary implants were treated with extracorporeal shock wave therapy at our clinic. Patients were aged between 24 and 67 years (average age 46 years). Among the 12 females treated with shock waves, five subjects suffered from unilateral capsular fibrosis, while seven patients had bilateral contracture.

Implants for breast reconstruction had been inserted in seven cases (five females); three out of these five patients had received a permanent unilateral expander prosthesis type Becker 35 (manufactured by Mentor). In four cases (two females), permanent round implants had been used for bilateral reconstruction. In 12 cases (seven patients), implant augmentation had been performed with an aesthetic indication. In 11 out of these 12 cases, smooth round implants had been inserted. In the remaining case, no information was available as to the type of implant used. The implant volume was between 150 and 325 ml for round implants, and between 195 and 460 ml for expander prostheses.

The therapy was performed with the Duolith SD1 system manufactured by Storz Medical. Shock waves were applied with the C-Actor handpiece (Figure 1) which is designed for planar shock waves. Owing to its superficial pulse emission, this handpiece is ideal for the targeted application of shock waves to the subcutaneous capsular fibrosis without causing damage to deeper structures. The therapy system is designed for a maximum dynamic energy range of 0.38 mJ/mm² (26 MPa).

Each patient received between 3 and 26 shock wave therapy sessions (average number of sessions: 8) between 2 and 92 months after the surgery (average: 27 months). In general, treatment was performed at weekly intervals. The average overall duration of the shock wave therapy was 13 weeks (3–40 weeks). Ten patients received 1,000 shock waves per therapy session, while one subject was treated with 1,500 shock waves per treatment. In one patient, the number of shock waves was increased from 1,000 to 1,500 in the course of the therapy. The selected shock wave intensity was between 0.22 and 0.38 mJ/mm². In each session, the therapy effect on the severity of capsular fibrosis (Baker grades), subjective pain and experienced side effects were assessed by partly standardised questioning of the patients.

**Results**

Out of the 12 patients treated, five subjects had developed capsular fibrosis after breast reconstruction.

In three out of these five patients, a permanent expander prosthesis type Becker 35 (manufactured by Mentor) had been inserted. These three subjects were treated with an average of seven extracorporeal shock wave therapy sessions (minimum five sessions, maximum nine sessions). None of these patients reported any alleviation of pain or reduction in the hardening after the shock wave treatment. One patient underwent implant replacement three months after completion of the therapy.

The other two patients had received bilateral breast reconstruction with smooth round implants after mastectomy. One of these patients underwent shock wave therapy of both implants, whereas the second subject had only one implant treated. These two patients received three and five shock wave therapy sessions respectively. Treatment was performed 54 and 14 months after reconstructive implantation respectively. Again, none of the two subjects reported any alleviation of pain as a result of shock wave therapy.

A total of seven patients had received breast augmentation with an aesthetic indication or to correct a congenital malformation. In another patient, the healthy breast had been corrected for aesthetic reasons to match it to the reconstructed breast after placement of an expander prosthesis.

In six of the aforementioned seven patients, round and smooth implants had been inserted for aesthetic breast augmentation. One subject had received a unilateral implant of unknown type to correct breast asymmetry. The patient in the reconstruction group had undergone augmentation of the healthy breast to improve symmetry after expander reconstruction of the other breast. In this patient, shock wave therapy was performed on both implants.

Three of these patients had received bilateral primary aesthetic augmentation with smooth implants with a volume of 200–240 ml. One patient had undergone unilateral surgery to correct breast asymmetry, while another patient with tuberous breast malformation had received bilateral surgery. In one subject, re-augmentation with smooth implants had been necessary following an infection, while another patient had previously undergone two implant replacements due to the development of capsular fibrosis.

![Figure 1. C-Actor handpiece of the Duolith SD1 system.](image-url)
fibrosis. As described above, one patient had received augmentation of the healthy breast to improve symmetry after expander reconstruction of the other breast.

Among the three subjects having undergone primary aesthetic augmentation, one patient reported that pain and breast hardening had significantly diminished after 26 shock wave therapy sessions. One patient reported that after four sessions the tension on one side had improved while the hardening had remained unchanged.

As far as the patients with breast malformation were concerned, one patient who had received breast augmentation to improve symmetry reported that pain had significantly diminished in the course of six shock wave therapy sessions, while one patient with tuberous breast malformation reported to have experienced a slight reduction in capsular hardening and that the degree of improvement varied between the two sides. The patient having undergone re-augmentation following an infection reported an improvement in capsular hardening and diminishing tension pain after 12 shock wave sessions. One patient who had undergone three implant replacements due to the development of capsular fibrosis reported an improvement in capsular pain after eight therapy sessions.

The only complication associated with the shock wave therapy was slight skin reddening lasting for several hours, which was observed in one case, caused by the gel applied to the skin for shock wave application. None of the patients treated reported any deterioration of pain.

**Discussion**

The number of study reports dealing with the modulating and partly positive effect of extracorporeal shock wave therapy on chronic inflammatory and fibroproliferative diseases in the field of orthopaedics/trauma surgery has continuously increased during the last few years. The use of this procedure in the treatment of severe capsular fibrosis (Baker Grades III, IV) after breast reconstruction or augmentation with silicone implants is based on a similar indication because, similar to the aforementioned disorders, an inflammatory reaction inducing a connective tissue fibrosis is assumed to be the primary cause of the capsular contracture.

The initial results of our descriptive cross-sectional study confirm positive results in about 53% (10 out of 19) of the capsular fibrosis cases treated with shock waves. Patients who had undergone breast reconstruction after mastectomy did not experience any significant improvement of pain. Contrary to these findings, a moderate to marked alleviation of pain was reported by all but one of the patients who had received breast augmentation with an aesthetic indication (success rate 83%). None of the patients reported any deterioration of pain or significant side effects caused by the shock wave therapy.

Despite the large parameters spread in this study, interesting trends can be derived from the results obtained which should be investigated in further research. In the group with successful ESWT treatment there were only patients with aesthetic augmentation (Figure 2), but, when considering other treatment-related parameters, another relationship emerges: patients with positive outcome were on average 10 years younger than the patients in the unsuccessful group, the time span between augmentation surgery and the start of ESWT was only about 1 year as opposed to about 3.5 years in the unsuccessful group and the number of therapy sessions performed was significantly higher (10 vs 5) for the successfully treated patients.

In conclusion, it can be said that extracorporeal shock wave therapy appears to be a non-invasive, well-tolerated and easy-to-use procedure for pain reduction and fibrotic tissue softening, especially after aesthetic breast implant augmentation. ESWT seems to provide satisfactory therapy results in patients who would otherwise have to undergo surgical revision with implant replacement or autogenous flaps.
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